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Pinnacle Platforms the approved and sole GB distributor for Sinoboom Access Products, is pleased to
announce a deal with leading Northwest of England hirer SWAT Access.
SWAT Access are a loyal Sinoboom hirer, this initial deal for 10 x 19’ 1932ME electric drive scissor lifts,
further increases the SWAT Sinoboom fleet holding. The new machines offer customers an easy to operate
machine, that gives zero emissions and is rated for both indoor and outdoor applications.
SWAT founder and CEO, Stewart May commented, “We have operated a Sinoboom fleet for just over 5
years. We were delighted when Pinnacle Platforms were appointed as GB distributor, as this made the
decision to add more machines to our fleet an easy decision. We look forward to growing our Sinoboom
fleet with Pinnacle Platforms”.
Pinnacle Platforms Managing Director: Tim White said: “We are delighted SWAT Access have chosen to
invest further in their hire fleet, becoming one of our first deals since Pinnacle Platforms was launched
earlier this spring. It’s a real endorsement of the products build quality and service reliability, matching the
demands of the powered access hire industry, in addition to the needs of contractors across a variety of
sectors”.
Stewart May added: “Operating Sinoboom scissors lifts has been extremely positive for our business.
Feedback from our customers is very complimentary, the machines are easy and safe to load, really robust
and they stay looking good for longer. We have also been impressed with the battery life that provides
longer run times than other machines in the same class, they really are… ready to rent”.
In addition to scissor lifts the Preston based hirer offers booms, self-propelled, towable truck and track
mounted access products, in addition to a range of telehandlers. Find out more about SWAT Access here:
www.swataccess.com.

Pinnacle Platforms is the approved, sole, GB distributor for global access OEM Sinoboom. Pinnacle
Platforms offers immediate availability and aftersales support on a range of quality, ready to rent scissor,
boom and mast access products. Find out more here: www.pinnacleplatforms.co.uk

